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THE KIDNEYS
Research
Waste Products
“To make a difference
between the unclean and the clean.”
Leviticus 11:47

Illustration
The word
of God
is like a filter.
Kidneys

Ureters

Urinary
Bladder
Urethra

Urinary System

The kidneys are a part of your
body’s urinary system along with
the bladder, ureters, and the urethra. Like a plumbing network in
your body temple, the urinary system provides a way for your body to
deal with liquid waste products.
The kidneys act like a filter in this
system.
Their function reminds us of
the word of God that tells discerning people how to deal with the
waste products of sin. Those who
neglect to use this “heavenly filter”
“put no difference between the holy
and profane, neither have they
showed difference between the unclean and the clean” (Ezekiel 22:26).
“But strong meat belongeth
to them that are of age,
even those who by reason of use
have their senses exercised
to discern both good and evil.”
Hebrews 5:14
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Location
“...The seed is the word
of God.”
Luke 8:11
The kidneys are safely nestled
on each side of the abdomen just
inside the lowest, back rib. They are
attached to the back wall of the
abdomen, on either side of the backbone. To cushion and protect these
vital organs, they are enclosed in
fat. The right kidney is a little lower
than the left one because of the big
area the liver takes up on the right
side of the body. Each purplishbrown kidney looks a lot like a kidney bean in shape and color.
The kidneys, being shaped
like a bean seed, can remind us of
“the seed” that is “the word of God.”
The fact that there are two kidneys
can make us think of the Old and
New Testaments. And, one kidney
being higher than the other, can
remind us how one Testament came
along before the other was given.

Old
and
New
Testaments

Size
“...The blood
of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin.”
I John 1:7

The kidneys are rather small
organs about the size of your fist,
but they are responsible for a tremendous amount of work. Compared with any other organ of the
body of the same size and weight,
the kidneys have ten times more
blood flowing through them per
minute. In their silent, humble way,
the kidneys teach us that size has
nothing to do with usefulness. Everyone is needed in the church body.
“All the vessels of the house of God,
great and small” are important
(II Chronicles 36:18). The kidneys
having ten times the blood flow and
thus being able to accomplish more
work than the other organs has a
spiritual parallel. To the degree
that “the blood of Jesus...cleanseth
us from...sin,” to that degree we are
useful in God’s service.
Anna and Simeon were very
useful in God’s service. They were
always available to be led and used
by the Spirit, apparently, more so
than others.
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Circulation
The blood circulation of any
other organ of the body might for a
time be sluggish or impaired without harmful results; but that of the
kidneys, never. If their circulation is
not kept at a high degree of thoroughness, the whole body will suffer. If need be, the pressure of the
entire blood current is raised in
order that the blood may be thoroughly squeezed through the capillaries of the kidneys. The capillary
network of the kidneys is very intricate.*

Illustration
Kidney, Transection
“He that judges without informing
himself to the utmost
that he is capable, cannot acquit
himself of judging amiss.”
—John Locke (1690)

Filter
“And in controversy
they shall stand
in judgment;
and they shall judge it
according
to my judgments.”
Ezekiel 44:24

Before you throw something
away, you have to make a decision.
You exercise discernment as you
ask yourself, “Is this thing good
enough to keep, or should I throw it
out? Could any parts of it be recycled?” The judgment process you
go through in your mind is much
like the work the kidneys do. They
“pass judgment” on all the blood
that flows through them, discerning what would be good and what
would be harmful to the body.
Simeon predicted that all
would “pass judgment” on Christ.
He “said unto Mary his mother,
Behold, this child is set for the fall
and rising again of many in Israel;
and for a sign which shall be spoken
against...that the thoughts of many
hearts may be revealed” (Luke 2:3435).

*having so much detail as to be difficult to be understood
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Where
Do Worn-out Cells Go?
“...Behold the Lamb
of God, which taketh
away the sin
of the world!”
John 1:29
The cells of your body wear
out all the time. When you walk,
run, jump, and even sleep, your
cells wear out like the parts of a
machine that are used over and
over. The body needs to get rid of
these worn-out cells in order to
make room for new, fresh cells to
grow. The blood helps in this process. The waste material of these
worn-out cells passes as a liquid
into the blood as it flows by. Some of
this waste matter leaves the body
through the pores of your skin when
you sweat, but most of it flows along
in the blood stream until it reaches
the kidneys. Whichever way, water
is the medium that carries the
waste away from the body. And it is
the “Water of life,” Jesus, “which
taketh away the sin of the world.”

Structure
The structure of the kidneys is
very complicated. God designed
them on a special, detailed pattern.
Between them, the two kidneys
contain nearly 140 miles (224 kilometers) of very tiny tubing which is
too narrow to be seen without the
aid of a microscope. Each tube is
approximately 1 1/2 inches (3.75
centimeters) long, and there are
more than one million of these
tubes in each kidney.
Tiny filters work under high
pressure as they “pass judgment”
on the blood that flows into the
kidneys by way of the renal arteries. The renal* arteries branch out
like a tree trunk through the kidneys, getting smaller as they go.
Each blood vessel ends in a tuft of
very tiny blood vessels called the
glomerulus. Glomerulus is the
Latin word for “small ball.” A little
hollow cup, called the Bowman’s
capsule, surrounds the tuft of capillaries so closely that it removes the
waste products from the blood as
the blood winds through the narrow
channels. The glomerulus, plus the
Bowman’s capsule and the little
tube coming off of it leading eventually to the ureter, all combine to
make up one filtering unit of the
kidneys. The complete unit is called
a nephron, and each kidney has
about one million of them.
*pertaining to the kidneys
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Waste
“Put the evil away
from the midst of thee.”
Deuteronomy 13:5

Illustrations
Kidney
Nephron
Cortex

It is the kidneys’ job to keep
the blood stream pure and free from
substances that should not be there.
Harmful acids from foods, extra
salt, and protein waste are some of
the things that are discerned and
subtracted from the blood stream
by the strainer-like units of the
kidneys.
Medulla

The watery fluid that is produced by this straining action of
these units trickles down from the
Bowman’s capsules into the little
tubules which lead to the center of
the kidneys. The center of the kidney is shaped like a basin. The
wastes and extra water in the basin
become a liquid called urine. The
wastes in urine are chemicals like
ammonia, urea, and uric acid. From
the basin of the kidney, urine flows
down the ureters to the bladder.
(See page 1.)

Nephron
Capillaries
Renal
Artery
Branch

Bowman’s
Capsule
Glomerulus

Convoluted
Tubule

Value of Purity
A Greek maid, being asked what
fortune she would bring her husband,
answered, “I will bring him what is more
valuable than any treasure—a heart
unspotted and virtue without a stain,
which is all that descended to me from my
parents.”

Collecting
Tubule
Henle’s
Loop
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Urea

Pumping Station

“And she was a widow
of about fourscore and four
years, which departed not
from the temple, but served
God with fastings and prayers
night and day.”

After the cells of the kidneys
subtract out the wastes, the kidneys pump any substances you still
need back into your blood. Some of
the usable elements they recycle
are amino acids, some salts, and
glucose. These go back into the
circulation by way of the renal
veins. The kidneys are able to discern the correct amounts of water
and certain chemicals to filter back
into your blood.

Luke 2:37

The main waste product dissolved in the urine is urea. This is
the solid ash that is left over from
the burning of protein food and of
the waste resulting from cellular
breakdown. Uric acid is another
solid waste from proteins. These
solids must be eliminated by the
kidneys.
The kidneys subtract harmful things from the blood so the
body can be healthy. Anna, the
prophetess also used the process of
subtraction, at times, for the purpose of spiritual health when she
“served God with fastings and
prayers”.

In one day’s time, about 60
quarts (57 liters) of fluid will be
filtered from the blood. However, all
of this except for about 2 quarts of
urine (1.8 liters) will be returned to
the blood stream.

60
Quarts
(57 liters)

Reinforce
1. Look up the word “fastings” in the concordance and write the definition of
the Greek word here. _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Write the appropriate dictionary definition of “abstinence” here. _______
_____________________________________________________________________
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Cleansing
“Now ye are clean through the word.”
John 15:3
The way the kidneys work to
cleanse the blood stream is like an
object lesson of how the Word of God
“passes judgment” on our lives and
helps us to discern between good
and evil. It also has a cleansing
function. “Wherewithal shall a
young man cleanse his way? by taking heed thereto according to thy
word” (Psalm 119:9).

In our Bible lesson we saw
how people “passed judgment” on
themselves by their response to the
“seed which is Christ” (Galatians
3:16). Simeon and Anna had the
spiritual discernment to recognize
the Messiah, but evidently the
priests did not. Why was there a
difference? It was because cleansing
and discernment function together in the spiritual life just as
they do in the kidneys. Anna and
Simeon were blessed with discernment in regard to the Messiah’s
coming to the temple because they
were cleansing their lives from sin.
They understood the warnings of
the Spirit. If we want to discern
the time of Christ’s coming, we too
must keep our lives cleansed like
Anna and Simeon did.

Reinforce
1. Read the story, “Mary’s Two Prayers.”
2. No power in chemistry, it is said, can convert scarlet rays into white
paper, so red blotting paper is made of them. The wondrous alchemy of
Divine grace, however, verifies the promise, “Though your sins be as
scarlet, they shall be white as snow.” Read the stories, “Cleansing Blood
of Christ,” and “The All-cleansing Blood.”
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Mary’s Two Prayers
Some years ago a preacher
was traveling in a lonely part of
Scotland. He was obliged to stay at
a house some distance from any
village. At the hour of prayer he
asked if all were present. “All,” was
the answer, “except Mary the servant girl; but she is such a poor
creature that we should never think
of asking her in.” At the preacher’s
request, however, Mary was told to
come in. Before he left he talked
with her and found that she was
very ignorant, and knew but little
about God. He talked to her about
Him and His Son Jesus Christ, who
died to save sinners, and she promised him that she would say a short
prayer of four words every morning
and evening, which he told her. It
was this: “Lord, show me myself.”

On his return he stayed at the
same house again, and soon missed
Mary. He inquired where she was.
“Oh,” said the mistress of the house,
“she has scarcely done anything but
cry since you left, and now she is
sick.” He went to see her and found
her on a sickbed, and asked her if
she had kept her promise. “Yes sir,
yes sir, and He has shown me myself. Oh! What shall I do?” He told
her now another prayer of four
words, to say as often as she chose.
It was this: “Lord, show me Thyself.” In a little while God answered
this prayer also. And Mary discerned the mercy and lovingkindness of God.

Reflect
No plants need rain
more than those reared in
large cities. They need it for
cleansing as well as for refreshment. So with Christians who live in our busy
centers—they need in a
special manner all those
gracious influences of the
Spirit God has pledged Himself to give.
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Cleansing Blood of Christ
One day, it is related, Queen Victoria visited a paper-mill. The owner
showed her through the works, not knowing who she was, and among other
places took her into the rag-room. When she saw the filthy, dirty rags, she exclaimed: “How can these ever be made white!”␣ “Ah, lady,” was the reply, I have a
chemical process for even those red rags.” Before she left he discovered that she
was the Queen.
A few days after the Queen found lying upon her writing-desk a lot of the
most beautifully polished paper she had ever seen: On each sheet were the letters of her own name and her likeness. There was also a note which read as
follows: “Will the Queen be pleased to accept a specimen of my paper, with the
assurance that every sheet was manufactured out of the dirty rags which she
saw on the backs of the poor rag-pickers, and I trust the result is such as even
the Queen may admire. Will the Queen also allow me to say that I have had
many a good sermon preached to me in my mill? I can understand how the Lord
Jesus can take the poor heathen, and the vilest of the vile, and make them
clean, and how though their sins be as scarlet He can make them white as snow.
And I can see how He can put His own name upon them; and just as these rags
transformed may go into a Royal Palace and be admired, so poor sinners can be
received into the Palace of the Great King.”*

The All-cleansing Blood
“The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin.” How many aching
hearts and dying heads have been softly pillowed on that verse! It caught the
eye of Captain Hedley Vicars when he was a daring leader in sin, sent him to
toss all night on a sleepless bed, and enabled him to rise calmly in the morning,
believing that it was “true for him.”
It was spoken by John Wesley to a highwayman who had robbed him of
his purse. Many years after, that man met him as he was leaving a church, and
told him that verse of Scripture was the means of a total change in his heart and
life.
Luther disposed of a long catalogue of his sins which Satan showed him,
by demanding that his enemy write those magic words at the bottom.
Butler, the author of the “Analogy,” in his last words, said, “I have read
those words a thousand times, but I never felt their meaning as now.”
*Seed Corn for the Sower 55-56
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Balance
“A just weight
and balance
are the Lord’s:
all the weights of the bag
are his work.”

Reinforce
Place I - II

Kidneys

Proverbs 16:11
The kidneys work untiringly
to keep all the chemicals of the body
in perfect balance. All the vital
chemical processes of the body can
only happen in a slightly alkaline*
state. If too much of one chemical
accumulates, the kidneys discern it
and remove it. If this were not done,
the body’s very delicate balance
would be upset and the body would
cease to function properly. Death
would soon occur. On the other
hand, if the level of some chemical
drops too low in the body, the discerning kidneys will reabsorb as
much of this chemical as they are
able from the filtered fluid. That
way, normal proportions will be
maintained.
Just as the kidneys, along
with the lungs, help to maintain the
proper acid-alkaline balance of the
blood, so Bible study along with
prayer will keep the mind and character in balance. God will give you
the discernment you need to see
what needs adjusting in your life.

Color the kidneys red.

“And they shall teach
my people the difference
between the
holy and profane, and
cause them to discern
between the unclean
and the clean.”
Ezekiel 44:23

*opposite from acid
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Review
Place I - II - III

Place II - III

1. What do the kidneys look like?
__________________________________

6. The kidneys are a part of the
__________ system.

2. How big are the kidneys? _______

7. The kidneys act like a _________
in this system.

_________________________________
3. How many kidneys are there?
_________________________________

8. How do the kidneys remind you
of God’s Word? ___________________
_________________________________

4. Where are the kidneys located?
__________________________________
__________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________________
5. How does the work of the kidneys
remind you of discernment?
__________________________________

9. Fill in the blank. The ________
is the hollow cup that surrounds a
tuft of capillaries in the kidney.
10. Each kidney has about a million
filtering units called ___________.

__________________________________
11. Name two things the kidneys
subtract from the bloodstream.
__________________________________
__________________________________
12. The center of the kidney is
shaped like a ___________________ .

Exercise is good for the kidneys.
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Place III

Illustration

13. What three things make up a
nephron?

Protection

14. What happens to worn-out cells?

What gives the kidneys
protection?

15. What are urea and uric acid?
Character Quality Balance
16. God has an ideal standard for us
to reach in each character quality.
Sin is missing the mark. When we
sin we may fall short of the mark or
go beyond the mark.
Match the ideal character
qualities needed in a prophet (like
Simeon was) in the left column with
the trait on the right that is related
to it but not quite right on the
mark.
Idle

Boldness
Persuasiveness

Blunt

Holiness

Pushy

Truthfulness

Punctilious*
Rude

Reverent

Fearful

Availability
Discernment

Impulsive

When Felix, of Nola, was
hotly pursued by murderers he
took refuge in a cave, and instantly over the rift of it the spiders wove their webs, and seeing
this, the murderers passed by.
Then said the man, “Where God
is not, a wall is but a spider’s
web; where God is, a spider’s web
is as a wall.” —Farrar

*paying excessive attention to detail
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Remind
1. Put some kidney beans in a
strainer and wash them for lunch.
The strainer can remind you about
the job the kidneys do, and the kidney beans can remind you about the
way the kidneys look. When you eat
the beans, think of how you are
spiritually nourished by the seed
of God’s Word.

4. Washing soiled items in the sink
can call to mind the kidneys. When
water enters the body, it does its
cleansing work and then passes out
through the kidneys, soiled with the
body wastes it carries away with it.
Consider this as you let the dirty
water out of the sink, or when doing
the laundry.

2. When you empty the lint trap
of the dryer, or your father changes
the oil filter in the car, or the filter
for the air conditioner, be reminded
of how the kidneys filter the blood.

5. If you are ever called upon to sort
through the wastebasket to find
something that was accidentally
thrown away, it can make you think
of the kidneys’ job.

3. Sing the hymn, “The Cleansing
Stream.”

6. Evaluate the main strengths and
weaknesses of your character. Ask
God to give you discernment in
what you need in order to be more
balanced in your character.
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Mark Your Bible
The Kidneys– Part I
1. The kidneys of cattle come in
pairs as they do in people, and
they are enclosed in fat for protection.
Leviticus 4:9 – “And the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them,
which is by the flanks, and the caul
above the liver, with the two kidneys,
it shall he take away.”
2. In Scripture, the word “reins”
means “kidneys.”
The Greek word for “reins” is
“nephros.” See the concordance for
the Greek word in Revelation 2:23.
Our words “nephron” and “nephritis” come from this root.
3. The reins or kidneys symbolically represent the seat of the
emotions, suggesting the inmost
feelings (from their retired position in the body).
Psalm 26:2 – “Examine me, O Lord,
and prove me; try my reins and my
heart.”

4. The workings of the mind
affect the kidneys.
Proverbs 23:16 – “Yea, my reins
shall rejoice, when thy lips speak
right things.”
5. When we earnestly long for
something, it affects our kidneys.
Job 19:27 – “Whom I shall see for
myself, and mine eyes shall behold,
and not another; though my reins be
consumed within me.”
6. Advanced kidney disease is
very painful. Negative emotions
may be involved.
Psalm 73:21 – “Thus my heart was
grieved, and I was pricked in my
reins.”
When man is suffering most
deeply within, he is said to be
“pricked” in his kidneys.

“Good health and good sense are two great blessings.”
—Latin Proverb
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Hard thoughts are like so
many stones in the kidneys. (Because of the sensitiveness to pain
the kidneys have, the Hebrews considered the kidneys as the seat of
sensation and feeling, and also of
the desires and longings.)

Psalm 139:13 – “For thou has possessed my reins: thou hast covered
me in my mother’s womb.”

7. When worry or a fretting affliction overcomes a person, a
man’s kidneys are said to be
divided.

Jeremiah 11:20 – “But, O Lord of
hosts, that judgest righteously, that
triest the reins and the heart, let me
see thy vengeance on them: for unto
thee have I revealed my cause.”

Job 16:13 – “His archers compass
me round about, he cleaveth my
reins asunder, and doth not spare;
he poureth out my gall upon the
ground.”
8. Afflictions are represented as
an arrow shot into the kidneys.
Lamentations 3:12-13 – “He hath
bent his bow, and set me as a mark
for the arrow.
“He hath caused the arrows of
his quiver to enter into my reins.”
9. God not only inspects and
visits the reins or most hidden
parts of a person; He also owns
that vital part of man. Intimacy
with God in the most secret
part, the reins, and in the most
secret condition (yet unborn) is
under the care and keeping of
God.

10. The reins are sometimes
used to describe the inner nature generally.

(See also Jeremiah 20:12.)
11. The reins are sometimes
used to describe the direction
of reason or judgment.
Psalm 16:7 – “I will bless the Lord,
who hath given me counsel: my
reins also instruct me in the night
seasons.”
12. God is far from the reins of
the ungodly.
Jeremiah 12:2 – “Thou hast
planted them, yea, they have taken
root: they grow, yea, they bring forth
fruit: thou art near in their mouth,
and far from their reins.”
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Reinforce
Place II - III
1. Trace the concordance definition
of reins back to the original words it
roots from. ___________________

2. Do Bible study to find out what
some of the many jobs were that
Simeon might have performed during his service at the temple.

___________________________________
3. Read the story, “Lift a Little.”
____________________________________

Extra Work
“Look not every man on his own things,
but every man also on the things of others.”
Philippians 2:4
Besides their main work in
cleansing the blood stream, the kidneys also do some extra things such as
converting vitamin D from an inactive
to an active form. This allows vitamin
D to be used for bone development. So,
you see, the kidneys are not exclusive.* They work to benefit other members of the body. Let us profit by their
example. “Look not every man on his
own things, but every man also on the
things of others.”
The kidneys also aid in maintaining the proper blood pressure
levels in the body. High blood pressure
can be caused by kidney damage. The
restriction of salt, animal fats and
proteins can be very helpful in lowering blood pressure.

*limiting

The faithful kidneys also help to
prevent anemia.* The kidneys are the
first organs to discern when anemia
threatens the body and they produce a
hormone, erythropoietin, that stimulates the bone marrow to make more
red blood cells.
In addition to all these jobs, the
kidneys also regulate the blood level of
such hormones as insulin, thyroid, and
parathyroid hormones** which help
control the amount of calcium moving
in and out of the bones.

Blood
Cells
*a sickness in which there is too little blood
or too few red blood cells or too little
hemoglobin in the blood
**a secretion of an endocrine gland
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Lift a Little
One day while walking up the
street, I saw, a short distance before
me, quite a small boy carrying a
large bucket. It seemed very heavy,
for the little fellow was bending
under its weight, yet he went resolutely forward, only stopping to
change it from one hand to the
other.
He was poorly clad, and, as he
turned his head, I recognized him
as the son of a poor widow, who was
obliged to work very hard to earn
food and clothing for herself and her
two little boys. My heart ached for
the little fellow who was beginning
so early to bear life’s burdens, and I
wanted to help him. “Lift a little,”
he seemed to say to the passers-by
as he trudged on with his load.
Soon I heard rapid footsteps
behind me, and in a moment, a
bright-faced boy, the only son of a
professor in one of our colleges,
passed me. When he reached the
little boy, who was still bending
under his burden, he stretched out
his hand, and, taking hold of the
bucket, bore on his stronger arm the
larger share of the burden until he
reached his own home.

How I honored the boy for his
kind, act! I knew his own heart was
beating a happy measure, for we
are never so happy as when doing
something to make others happy.
And as the widow’s son went struggling on, I knew his burden seemed
less heavy, that for a little while it
had been borne for him. His heart
was lighter, too, because another
had discerned his need and had
shown him kindness, and the
memory of that little act would be a
bright spot to him in many a toiling
day. It cost little, the act of thoughtful helpfulness; but how much happiness it brought!

“Blessed is he
who has found his work;
let him ask no other
blessedness.”
—Thomas Carlyle (1843)
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Research
Importance
“Beloved, I wish above all
things that thou mayest
prosper and be in health,
even as thy soul prospereth.”
III John 2

The kidneys are among the
most important organs of our bodies. As if in token of the crucial nature of their work, each is a paired
organ. If both your kidneys quit
working for just two days, you
would die from the poisons that
would build up in your system! And,
if the kidneys become diseased, the
whole body suffers. The kidneys are
so important that a man with a
damaged kidney is much more to be
pitied than one who has lost a leg or
an arm.

Can Someone Live
With Only One Kidney?
Yes. If one kidney becomes
diseased or is damaged, it can be
removed, and the other kidney,
discerning the problem, will do
the work of two. The remaining
kidney enlarges considerably in size
and its activity becomes greatly
increased.

Kidney Failure

A machine has been invented
that will keep people alive who
have lost their kidneys or have
suffered severe kidney damage. It is
called a kidney dialysis machine. It
works by filtering the person’s blood
and cleaning it by a process called
dialysis. The machine is connected
to the person’s body by a tube that
goes to an artery in the patient’s
arm. His blood flows into the machine and needs to pass through it
20 times before it is cleaned properly. A different tube carries the
pure blood back into a vein in the
patient’s arm. A person who has lost
his kidneys may have to undergo
this process, called hemodialysis,
for several hours, three times a
week.
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Illustration
Kidney Dialysis Machine

Kidney Stones
Kidney stones are hard objects
that form in the kidneys. They can
range in size anywhere from being
microscopic to being about as large
as a golf ball. Kidney fluids have
dissolved substances in them like
calcium and uric acid. When these
pass through the nephron, the urine
gets more concentrated. The uric
acid and calcium may get deposited
at the top of the ureter, forming a
stone.

Another name for kidney
stones is renal calculi.

Calcium kidney stones
are common in countries
whose people eat
animal products freely.
Kidney stones that get lodged
in the ureter cause the flow of urine
to the bladder to be blocked. The
pressure of the urine backing up
into the kidney can cause the destruction of kidney tissue.
Most kidney stones leave the
body with the urine, often with
severe pain.
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Studies show that soft drinks
containing phosphoric acid encourage kidney stones. Coffee is another offender. Caffeine is bad for
the kidney, producing essentially
the same effects as uric acid. A cup
of coffee contains more uric acid
than the same amount of urine!

Meat-eating,
refined grains, and
a high salt intake are
linked to kidney stones.

Tea, chocolate, meat, and the
free use of dairy products can also
cause kidney stones.
Kidney stones are more common during the summer. This may
be the result of the urine becoming
more concentrated because of increased sweating and not enough
fluid to make up for the difference.
High amounts of refined carbohydrates (like white bread and
pasta) may also encourage stone
formation since the sugar stimulates the pancreas to release insulin. This causes, in turn, increased
calcium to be lost through the urine.
Vegetarians have a 40-60 percent lower risk of stones.

Celery and parsley are good foods
to eat to prevent kidney stones.
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Kidney Disorders
“Though my reins be consumed with me.”
Job 19:27
Infection
The kidneys can get infected.
This condition, called pyelonephritis, usually results from a bladder
infection that spreads upward.
Damage
The kidneys can be damaged
by antibodies that your body makes
to fight bacteria or viruses that
have invaded the body. As a result,
the glomerulus can become inflamed. This condition, which used
to be called Bright’s Disease, is now
known by the long name, glomerulonephritis.

The Jews at the time of
Christ’s advent were unconscious of
their spiritually diseased condition.
Many of them did not realize it
until years later. (See Acts 6:7.)
Other things leading to kidney
damage are high blood pressure,
diabetes, cysts, and tumors. Birth
defects, injuries, poisoning, or certain drug medications can also
harm the delicate tissue of the kidneys.

Acute infectious diseases like
pneumonia, the flu, and even
measles can leave the kidneys permanently crippled through the inflammation they cause. However,
the existence of the injury may not
be discerned until many years
later.

“We should pray
for a sane mind
in a sound body.”
—Satires Juvenal (c. 100)
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Keep Your Kidneys From
Floating Away!

Do the Kidneys
Grow Old?
artery

“For as many as are led
by the Spirit of God,
they are the sons of God.”
Romans 8:14
Tight bands, belts, or clothing
about the waist and chest or hanging heavy skirts from the waist can
cause a condition known as a floating kidney. This means the kidney
moves around readily in the abdominal cavity. Poor posture that
results in the abdomen sticking out
can cause this condition, as well as
the strain due to lifting heavy objects.
By way of contrast, Anna and
Simeon were members of God’s
spiritual body that were in the right
place at the right time. They were
“led by the Spirit” to fulfill their
appointed part in God’s plan (Romans 8:14).

There is a saying that “a man
is as old as his arteries.” It could be
said with equal truth that a man is
as old as his kidneys. Young, healthy
kidneys are able to do many times
the work normally required of them.
As a person grows older, the kidneys
deteriorate* as a result of their constant exposure to the influence of
the poisons which they remove from
the body. When the capacity of the
kidneys is reduced to less than onethird the normal, life is soon ended
through the accumulation of the
poisons in the blood and tissues
which it is the duty of the discerning kidneys to remove.
False conceptions about the
character and work of the Messiah
had been accumulating in Israel.
One day these would take their toll
on the nation.

*undergo a decline; degenerate
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Review
Place I - II - III

9. How may having the flu permanently damage the body?

1. What is the word often used instead of kidneys in the Bible?
2. The kidneys represent the inmost
_____________ .
3. What blood problem do healthy,
functioning kidneys prevent?

10. Certain __________ medications
can harm the delicate tissue of the
kidneys.
11. What causes the kidneys to get
old?

Place III

4. What happens if a person loses
one of their kidneys?
5. If your kidneys quit working for
________ days, you would _______
from the _____________ that would
build up in your system.

Place II - III
6. What is the name of the machine
that can cleanse the blood of a person who has lost their kidneys?
7. Calcium and uric acid are associated with what kidney problem?
8. How do the kidneys usually get
infected?

12. How is the blood pressure affected if the kidneys are damaged?
13. What three things, if restricted,
in the diet can be very helpful in
lowering blood pressure?
14. How do the kidneys help the
bones? What spiritual principle
does this illustrate?
15. How do the kidneys help to
build up the blood (and, therefore,
all the body tissues)?
16. The kidneys regulate the blood
level of _______________ like insulin.

“Look to your health; and if you have it, praise God,
and value it next to a good conscience;
for health is the second blessing that we mortals
are capable of; a blessing that money cannot buy.”
—Izaak Walton (1653)
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Remind
1. Be available for odd jobs. Remember the kidneys’ example and volunteer to help other members of the
church body that could use your
assistance. For example, you could
offer to do the dusting and vacuuming for someone who is sick. Or you
might make a casserole for the family of an over-burdened mother.

6. Compare everything you read or
hear with the Bible. Then you can
discern whether it is true or not. It
is God’s filter to sift out errors, false
theories, and “doctrines of devils”
(I Timothy 4:1).

2. Learn about natural remedies for
infectious diseases. They will often
enable you to avoid drugs or serious
illnesses that could permanently
cripple your kidneys.

Reinforce

See Isaiah 8:20.

Filter

3. Learn to enjoy foods without
adding extra salt at the table as
much as possible.
4. Watch your posture and make
sure your waistline is not tightly
bound.
5. When you drink your water or
bathe your body, think about how
we must cleanse our minds with the
water of the Word in order to have
spiritual discernment. “That he
might sanctify and cleanse it with
the washing of water by the word”
(Ephesians 5:26).

The best doctors
in the world are
Doctor Diet, Doctor Quiet,
and Doctor Merryman.

Where are the kidneys?
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Research
Healthy Kidneys
“Yea, my reins
shall rejoice.”
Proverbs 23:16

God has formed our bodies so
that they are able to meet every
condition, and keep us in life and
health for a promised period if we
treat them properly. The kidneys,
along with the lungs, liver, and
skin, actively separate the poisons
and waste matter in the blood. If
these organs are damaged as the
result of disease, they may not be
able to do their work well enough
and then a person could become
very sick from an accumulation of
waste products in the body. Thus,
you can see why it is important that
no part of this living machine, the
human body, be hindered in its
action.
God did what He could to
protect the kidneys by locating
them within the rib cage. But, man
must do his part by keeping these
organs healthy. Here are some
things that affect the condition of
the kidneys.

• Drinking plenty of pure, soft water is important for the kidneys.
Without sufficient water the urine
gets too concentrated. This makes
the kidneys have to work too hard.
Mineral salts are not kept in solution and kidney stones can form.
Drink 6-8 glasses of water daily.
That will enable your kidneys to
function properly and do their work
efficiently. (Fruit juice does not take
the place of the necessary water.)
• Too much liquid and rich food are
hard on the kidneys. The delicate
cells of the kidneys are damaged by
such things as vinegar, mustard,
catsup, and hot sauces. Pepper,
cayenne, horseradish, and ginger
all contain essential oils that are
highly irritating. They are all eliminated through the kidneys and
damage their delicate structures
and make them prematurely old.
• Overeating is very harmful to the
kidneys. The liver gets over-burdened and cannot change the excess
of digested proteins, carbohydrates,
and fats into more usable forms.
This means that they are not broken down into the kind of wastes
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that the kidneys were designed to
handle. Inflammation follows and
stones can form.
• Alcohol and drugs of all kinds are
very damaging to the kidneys. Their
poisonous influence can kill some of
the kidney cells. In that case, the
remaining cells must work overtime. Usually the kidney cells work
in shifts—part of them working and
part of them resting. Therefore
when some of the kidney cells are
killed, the poor cells that can still
work will have less time to rest
throughout their remaining days.

• Exercising in fresh air stimulates
the kidneys in a healthful way.
• Plenty of alkaline foods such as
fruits and vegetables in the diet
keep the blood balanced so that the
kidneys do not have so much acid to
get rid of.

• The nicotine of tobacco is one of
the worst of kidney poisons.
• Too much salt overworks the kidneys.
• Constipation wears out the kidneys at a rapid rate due to the enormous amount of deadly poisons
produced by the putrefaction of
retained waste in the colon. The
colon poisons are chiefly eliminated
by the kidneys after having been
worked over by the liver, which also
suffers from the great burden of
unnecessary work thrown upon it.
Eat plenty of whole grains, greens,
and drink your water to avoid constipation.

• Keeping the pores of the skin
clean and active by frequent bathing helps the kidneys. If the pores
are not clogged by impurities, they
can rid the body of some liquid
waste in the form of perspiration. If
bathing is neglected, the kidneys
have to work much harder to try
and cleanse the system.
• Another thing to remember is the
importance of changing your underclothes and bed linens. The body
reabsorbs the poisons if this is neglected.

“Life is not living, but living in health.”
—Epigrams Martial (A.D. 86)
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Back to Eden

“Behold I have given you
every herb bearing seed,
which is upon the face
of all the earth,
and every tree,
in the which is the fruit
of a tree yielding seed;
to you it shall be for meat.”
Genesis 1:29

A low protein vegetarian diet,
like God gave Adam and Eve in the
beginning, requires less work of the
kidneys than does one containing
meat. Urea is the waste or end
product of protein metabolism. Animal protein eaten in the form of
eggs, meat, cheese, or milk, after
being used in the body, appears in
the urine in the form of urea.
Another poison found in the
urine is uric acid. This uric acid
comes from the tissues. The flesh of
all animals contains uric acid. If a
man eats a pound (0.45 kg.) of beefsteak, his kidneys have to do three
times more work in the elimination
of uric acid than they normally do.

Avoid Too Much Protein
Research shows that the average American consumes too much
protein and it hurts his kidneys.
Extra proteins are not stored by the
body. They must be gotten rid of.
The end products of this metabolism are thought to destroy the
nephrons in the kidneys. After
years of eating the high-protein
American diet, the functional capacity of the kidneys can be reduced to
half.
A low-protein diet is a real
life-saver to someone with kidney
disease.
Consuming animal proteins
causes the body to lose calcium.
Phosphates, which are present in
highest concentrations in meats,
dairy products, food additives, and
certain soft drinks, also leach* calcium from the body.
Flesh-eating animals are provided with a means for destroying
uric acid. Their livers convert uric
acid into urea or something similar.
The fact that the human liver is not
able to do this is evidence that it is
not prepared to deal with the excess
of tissue poisons introduced with a
meat diet.

*to dissolve and be washed away
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Reinforce
Place I - II
1. Connect the dots to discover two animals that eat flesh
but have a way to destroy its uric acid content.
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Place I - II
2. Color the foods that supply water to the body
in a healthful way.
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Place I - II - III
3. If someone came to you asking for any tips
you could give him to help him
with his “crippled” kidneys,
what could you share in the following areas?
diet: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
drinks:_______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
clothing: ____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
exercise: ____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
bathing: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
drugs: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Review

Place I - II - III
1. What kind of a diet is best for the
kidneys?
2. Who first thought up the idea of a
vegetarian diet?
Place II - III
3. Uric acid comes from the
______________ .
4. The flesh of all animals contains
________ _________ .
5. The average American consumes
too much _____________ and it hurts
the kidneys.

Remind
1. Learn how to make salsas and
other Mexican dishes with nonirritating cumin and paprika instead of red pepper and chiles.
2. Learn how to make salad dressings using lemon juice in place of
vinegar and with herbs instead of
spices.
3. Collect recipes for vegetarian
entrees and non-dairy milks and
cheeses.

Tofu Mayonnaise
1 lb. tofu, rinsed and drained
1/4 c. water
1 t. salt
1 t. onion powder
1/4 c. lemon juice
1/3 c. raw cashews
1/2 t. dill weed

Place III
6. What can happen as a result of
years of eating the standard American diet?
7. Consuming animal proteins
causes the body to lose _________ .

•Liquiefy nuts with
water until milky.
• Add remaining ingredients and
liquefy until they are liquefied to
cream.
(You could leave out the dill weed
and add an avocado)

8. What organ functions differently
in handling the waste product of
meat in the bodies of flesh-eating
animals compared to man?
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The Kidneys

Your little kidneys are a pair
Of organs that do their fair share
To keep your body temple clean,
Removing waste from the blood stream.
They work so hard both night and day,
But some things will get in their way.
Too much protein and lots of salt
Will make them sick, and it’s your fault!
You ought to treat these servants nice.
Drink lots of water without ice.
Eat simple foods like fruits and grains;
Then your kidneys won’t give you pains.
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Research

Ashes

Life and Death
“The wages of sin is death,
but the gift of God
is eternal life through
Jesus Christ our Lord.”
Romans 6:23
The vital work of the kidneys
reminds us of how, in the world, the
dead and the living are continually
being separated. The dead must be
disposed of by burial in order to
insure the safety of the living. If
this were not done, the entire world
would soon perish from the disease
and germs that would pollute the
atmosphere.
Every living thing has within
itself the means of destroying its
own life; the seeds of death are always present. The waste that is
continually forming within the body
is the result of sin. “The wages of
sin is death” (Romans 6:23). In like
manner, as the result of physical
sin, the process of dying is constantly going on in the body; and
the dead tissues must be separated
from the living. Otherwise, as we
have already noted, in a few hours
all physical life would be destroyed.

The waste products of the
body are partly made of what is left
over after food is “burned” within
the cells for heat and fuel. What
remains is like the ashes that are
left after a fire has burned all the
wood it can. And, just as the ashes
need to be removed from time to
time in order to be able to have
more fires, so the “ashes” of the
body must be removed if the cellular furnaces are to function effectively.
Why all this talk about
ashes? Do you remember in our
Bible lesson how a sacrifice was
required of Mary after Christ’s
birth? The mother was to bring a
lamb of the first year for a burnt
offering, and a young pigeon or a
turtle-dove for a sin offering. But
the law provided that if the parents
were too poor to bring a lamb, a
pair of turtledoves or two young
pigeons, one for a burnt offering,
the other for a sin offering, might be
accepted. These offerings were to be
without blemish for they represented Christ.
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In certain cases, sin offerings
in the Old Testament times involved
the fat and the kidneys being separated from the body of the slain
animal. “And he shall take off from
it all the fat of the bullock for the sin
offering: the fat that covereth the
inwards, and all the fat that is upon
the inwards, and the two kidneys,
and the fat that is upon them, which
is by the flanks, and the caul above
the liver, with the kidneys, it shall
he take away, as it was taken off
from the bullock of the sacrifice of
peace offerings: and the priest shall
burn them upon the altar of the
burnt offering” (Leviticus 4:8-10).
The things taken by the priest
ended up being burned to ashes
upon the brazen altar. This strange
ceremony symbolized the sinner
separating (subtracting) sin from
his life. The discerning heart saw
in this ceremony what the final end
would be of all who would not separate from sin. (See Malachi 4:1-3.)

The kidneys’ special function
is the separation of the bad elements out of the blood. How important this is, for the “life of the flesh
is in the blood” (Leviticus 17:11).
Separation is a vital principle in
the spiritual life as well as the
physical life. “Come out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean
thing; and I will receive you. And I
will be a Father unto you, and ye
shall be my sons and daughters,
saith the Lord Almighty” (II Corinthians 6:17-18).
The separation and burning
of the fat and kidneys symbolized
the only way real peace can be
found; that is, in separating sin
from the life and giving it to our
High Priest even as the fat and
kidneys were taken by the earthly
priest “who served unto the example
and shadow of heavenly things”
(Hebrews 8:5).
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Exercise discernment
To search out every sin.
The sacrifice was rent
To remove parts within.
Separate all that’s bad.
The High Priest stands waiting.
You will make Him so glad
By the sins you’re giving.
They will all be burned up
And you’ll be saved alive.
Then with faith you’ll look up
When Jesus does arrive.

Review
Place I - II - III
1. How long could a person live if
his kidneys stopped working?___
_________________________________
2. What did God do to protect the
kidneys? _______________________
________________________________
3. What are some things you can do
to protect your kidneys? ______
___________________________________

Jesus
is Coming
Again

Place II - III
5. What relationship do discernment and cleansing have to each
other? _________________________
________________________________
_________________________________
6. The kidneys discern what is
harmful in the blood. What do we
use to help us discern what is
harmful in our spiritual life? _____
________________________________
7. Name five things that are bad for
the kidneys. ________________

____________________________________
________________________________
4. Do the kidney cells ever get to
rest? ___________

_________________________________
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Place III
8. Choose from the words below to fill in the blanks.
tube
bladder
waste
behind
fluid
nephrons
kidneys

filter
capillary
flows
wastes
cells
nephron
extra
urine (use twice)
capillaries
urine
stay
ureter
Cells make a ___________ product called urea when certain

proteins are broken down. The kidneys remove urea and _________
water from the body. A group of ________________ surrounds every
_________ . Blood ________ and proteins _________ inside the capillaries.
A _______ made from the blood plasma flows into the ____________
through ______________ walls. The nephrons __________ out wastes, and
this fluid then ________ back into the capillaries. The _________ and
extra water left __________ in the ___________ becomes a liquid called
_________ .

The nephrons in each kidney all connect to a _________ that takes
the __________ away from them. This tube is the _________ and it goes
to the ___________ .
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Remind
3. When cleaning the windows with
an ammonia-based cleaner, be reminded that ammonia is one of the
waste products that the kidneys
filter out of the blood.

1. When you help Mother sort
through worn out clothing to cut off
the buttons to save them, or, when
you are cutting the bruises out of a
banana, think of how the kidneys
save all that is usable and discard
the rest.

4. When adding salt to the water
you are going to boil spaghetti in,
consider how the body needs lots of
water for the salts to be diluted in
the kidneys.
5. When you carry the ashes out to
the garden from the fireplace or the
woodstove, remember how the kidneys were burned in some sin offerings to show sin needs to be separated from the life.
6. When someone in your family
has been working a long time at a
trying job, offer to relieve them for a
while, remembering how the kidneys work in shifts.

2. When you gather aluminum cans
out in the fresh air, be reminded of
the recycling work of the kidneys
and how they work better when you
exercise out of doors.

“The first wealth
is health.”
—Emerson (1860)

7. When you go to the store and see
the dairy products, meat, and white
baked goods, be reminded of kidney
stones.

“Sickness
is felt,
but health
not at all.”
—Thomas Fuller (1732)
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Teacher,
dictate the
spelling
words.

Mark Your Bible
The Kidneys – Part II
1. The waste that is continually
forming within the body is the
result of sin.
Romans 6:23 – “The wages of sin is
death.”
2. The kidneys separate or filter the harmful things out of the
blood. Without them we would
die for “the life of the flesh is in the
blood” (Leviticus 17:11).
3. The separating work of the
kidneys reminds us of the separation that needs to be done in
the spiritual life.
II Corinthians 6:17-18 – “Wherefore come out from among them, and
be ye separate, saith the Lord, and
touch not the unclean thing; and I
will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my
sons and daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty.”

4. The kidneys are associated
with the “ashes” of the body
because they deal with what is
left after the food is burned in
the cells. In certain sin offerings, the fat and kidneys were
separated from the sacrificial
animal and given to the priest
to be burned to ashes on the
brazen altar. This teaches how
we must separate sins from our
life and give them to Christ.
Leviticus 4:8-10 – “And he shall
take off from it all the fat of the
bullock for the sin offering: the fat
that covereth the inwards, and all
the fat that is upon the inwards,
and the two kidneys, and the fat
that is upon them, which is by the
flanks, and the caul above the liver,
with the kidneys, it shall he take
away, as it was taken off from the
bullock of the sacrifice of peace offerings: and the priest shall burn them
upon the altar of the burnt offering.”

By what means shall a young man learn
His way to cleanse, O Lord?
By taking careful heed to it,
According to thy word.
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5. God tells us what will happen
to those who do not separate
from sin.
Malachi 4:1-3 – “For, behold, the
day cometh, that shall burn as an
oven; and all the proud, yea, and all
that do wickedly, shall be stubble:
and the day that cometh shall burn
them up, saith the Lord of hosts,
that it shall leave them neither root
nor branch. But unto you that fear
my name shall the Sun of righteousness arise with healing in his wings;
and ye shall go forth, and grow up

as calves of the stall. And ye shall
tread down the wicked; for they
shall be ashes under the soles of
your feet in the day that I shall do
this, saith the Lord of hosts.”
6. The word of God can help
Christians be discerning to
know who and what to separate
from.
Psalm 119:9 – “Wherewithal shall
a young man cleanse his way? by
taking heed thereto according to thy
word.”

Reinforce
1. Read the story, “The Testimony.”
2. Read the following poem.

Psalm 119:9
O Lord, how shall a youth preserve his way,
At every turn by vanity surrounded?
In truth, if he Thy statutes will obey,
If on Thy Word his attitudes are founded.
Thou whom I’ve sought, O let me never stray
From Thy commandments, lest I be confounded.
—Louis Bourgeois (1551)
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A Testimony
Having been afflicted with
disease in a degree seriously impeding my working ability as long ago
as 1848, I consequently made a trial
of vegetarianism, with a view to the
cure, or at least to a mitigation of
its severity. The trial was made at
the insistence of a vegetarian neighbor then residing in the town of
Waukesha in this state, Illinois now
a resident of Cobden. Of course the
longing for the fleshpots would return at times, and unbidden; but I
have steadily continued to subsist
on an exclusively vegetarian diet—
with very slight exceptions consisting in tasting meat sometimes once
and sometimes twice a year, and no
more—from that time to the date of
this writing.
My health improved materially in the course of six or eight
months from the first adoption of a
natural quality of diet. Time does
not admit further detail on this
state of experience.
I have been, and still am, a
very hard worker, even at the heaviest operations connected with farm
labor, and also in clearing up farms
before cropping the land. In 1849
laborious stone-drawing and brushpiling induced very severe inflam-

mation of the kidneys, particularly
the left. A friend, now, and then, a
vegetarian, was sent for. Dr. Shew’s
“Water Cure Manual” was referred
to. Cloths wet and cold, from frequent dipping in cold water were
continually applied for four to five
hours by which time I became
greatly exhausted, and slept a little
while. The second day after, I felt so
well that I went to work; a relapse
was the consequence. I was again
treated in the same way with almost absolute fasting in both instances, and after three days’ quiet,
returned to very heavy labor, as
before.
Having been familiar with hop
growing in early youth, I put in a
small hop yard in 1852; and in drying the hops in September, 1853. I
inhaled so much carbonic acid from
the charcoal used in drying them
that a severe form of fever and ague
was the consequence. I commenced
shaking the day the drying of the
hops was completed, and shook
severely every day for fifty-one days
without a day’s intermission. Neither doctors nor drugs were employed; and I soon recovered my
wonted degree of strength after the
fever had ceased, and pursued my
vocation.
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At that time I had not adopted
the motto which is now, and has
been for fifteen years, the guide of
my life; and which I inculcate to a
family of nine children, and hope
and believe they will firmly adhere
to when I shall be no more; which
motto is, never to engage in any
business or vocation that is directly
or indirectly injurious to mankind.
Walking in the light of this
maxim—though owning a woods
with plenty of poles, and residing
where help is accessible—I have not
been affected with the hop-growing
mania, so fearfully prevalent in this
State in recent years; neither have I
sold any poles to others, to facilitate
hop-growing, thinking I now perceive virtue in consistency.
In 1858, when sorghum was
first introduced in this state, clarifying the syrup was not well understood. I ate a little—and a little too
much as it proved—that was not
sufficiently clarified. The result was
a severe case of dysentery. Shew’s
“Water Cure Manual” was again
referred to; and his prescription of
fasting till the flux had ceased and
occasionally using injections of tepid
water was faithfully adhered to for
forty-eight hours when the bleeding
ceased. I was so reduced by the
bleeding within the first twelve
hours that my head bent down because I had not strength to hold it
up. Two neighbors who had held me

up left after about twenty-four
hours giving my case up as hopeless. Never yet wanting to die, I
hoped on, and persevered in fasting;
and on the fourth day from the first
attack I rode by the house of one of
the men who had given up all hope
for me. I had faith in God’s simple
cures of water, nature, and vegetarianism. They had not; nor did
they care to investigate.
The man last referred to was
a very bad neighbor in that he
would not take care of his stock,
and the continual inroads and trespasses of his swine, sheep, geese,
cattle, and horses, consumed much
of my time. This was the summer of
1858. I was much worried and
vexed at such conduct. The consequence was a severe attack of typhoid fever, attended with three
days of delirium. I ran out into the
road, and three men were required
to hold me. I suffered severely for
over eight weeks in the heat of summer for a period of eighteen days, I
tasted no particle of food. Doctors
attended with their drugs, and
friendly neighbors with their homeopathic wee pills. No drug was
admitted to my already much exhausted system; for anticipating
such ignorant officiousness, my wife
had been instructed to turn a deaf
ear to all meddlers, and refuse to
administer drugs or medicine, and
even to allow me to die in a natural
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way if that should be my time to
depart.
I still live to say that I was
reduced forty-five pounds in weight
by that run of fever. Green peas
being abundant when I became
convalescent I ate too freely. A relapse of two or three days duration
followed. It was soon turned from
grief to gladness, however. I ate
about a pound a day, but regained
my lost flesh at the rate of one and
a half pounds daily, the difference
between weight of solid food eaten,
and increase of weight being made
up of water, resuming its proper
proportion in the substance of the
dried tissues of my body. In three
weeks’ time I was well, without a
drug or any rheumatic drug aches
in my bones, and a subject of much
surprise of course.

next day, but ate no food. The second day I was as well as usual. So
much for successfully treating disease without drugs of any sort, and
faithfully adhering to a non-stimulating diet!
During the twenty years I
have been a vegetarian, another
rule has been faithfully adhered to;
that is to refuse admission into my
family either of novels, alcoholic
beverages, cards, or tobacco. I ignore all four, and with their expulsion have trained up a family in the

“...The highest pleasure
of life is enjoyed
by a healthy person’s
feeling conscious
of fully performing
his duty.”

In the spring of 1867, I had
some worrying experience, which
again resulted in inflammation of
the left kidney. I walked to the
house, about half a mile distance in
much pain and with difficulty. Finding the door fastened by the children, I burst it open with my foot,
my pain being intense, and threw
myself upon the bed. Cloths continually wet in cold water, and often
changed were faithfully applied for
a period of two and a half hours, by
which time I had gone to sleep exhausted. I returned to work a little
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same habits. Now my prayer is,
“May they persevere to the end.” If
they do, I am confident they will
find that natural diet, and naturally
derived mental food, together with
pure, simple, and natural amusement will be much more conducive
to the perfect performance of the
bodily functions, from which alone
the highest pleasures of existence
are derivable, than any less simple
and natural form of diet or any less

pure and more costly modes of socalled pleasure or amusement can
be. In brief the highest pleasure of
life is enjoyed by a healthy person’s
feeling conscious of fully performing
his duty. And this is only practicable by conforming unremittingly
to the laws of nature alike in diet,
and rectitude in pleasure; for not
otherwise can we live on till the era
of natural old age.

Reflect
“Early to bed and
early to rise,
makes a man
healthy, wealthy,
and wise.”
—Benjamin Franklin

A
Simple Diet
“Those who
think
they have
not time
for bodily
exercise will
sooner or later
have to
find time
for illness.”
—Edward Stanley

Try a Simple Diet of Fruits • Nuts • Grains • and Vegetables
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Reinforce
1. People who are discerning ask Who? What? When? Where? and Why?
Write an article about the kidneys answering these questions.
2. Match column one with column two by drawing lines to remind yourself
what you have learned concerning the kidneys.
1. The kidneys are located
in their special spot

1. so the urine does not get
too concentrated.

2. Drinking plenty of pure, soft
water is important

2. by exercising in fresh air.

3. Rich foods and irritating
spices damage the kidneys

3. so much acid to get rid of.

4. Overeating is very harmful
to the kidneys

4. can rid the body of some liquid
waste in the form of perspiration
and helps the work of the kidneys.

5. Alcohol and drugs are very
damaging to the kidneys

5. because they are eliminated
through the kidneys and hurt their
delicate structures making them
prematurely old.

6. The kidneys are overworked

6. to be protected by the
rib cage.

7. Constipation wears out the
kidneys at a rapid rate

7. because their poisonous influence
can kill some of the kidney cells.

8. The kidneys are stimulated

8. by to much salt.

9. Fruits and vegetables (alkaline
foods) in the diet keep the blood
balanced and the kidneys do not
have

9. due to the enormous amount
of deadly poisons produced by the
putrefaction of retained waste in
the colon.

10. Keeping the pores of the skin
clean

10. because the liver gets
overburdened and can cause
stones.
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“And the two kidneys,
and the fat that is upon them,
which is by the flanks,
and the caul above the liver,
with the two kidneys,
it shall he take away.”
Leviticus 4:9

Each booklet in the series,
“Designing Your Own School Program,”
is planned for a family to study together
for their homeschool curriculum;
yet versatile enough to be used
in the conventional classroom.
Learn the principles
of the subject matter from the Scriptures;
discover more of the scientific facts;
then apply them to your daily life.
Other titles in the health series are available
in the following subjects:
What is Health?
The Body
The Heart
The Bladder
The Cells
The Spleen
The Pancreas
The Gall Bladder
The Bones
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